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9.1. What is Social Media?
‣ Content creation is supported by software 

(no need to know HTML, CSS, JavaScript)

‣ Content is user-generated (as opposed to by big 
publishers) or collaboratively-edited (as 
opposed to by a single author)

‣ Web 2.0 (if you like –outdated– buzzwords)

‣ Examples:

‣ Blogs (e.g., Wordpress, Blogger, Tumblr) 

‣ Social Networks (e.g., facebook, Google+)

‣ Wikis (e.g., Wikipedia but there are many more)

‣ …
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Weblogs, Blogs, the Blogosphere
‣ Journal-like website, editing supported by software, self-

hosted or as a service

‣ Initially often run by enthusiasts, now also common in the 
business world, and some bloggers make their living from it

‣ Reverse chronological order (newest first)

‣ Blogroll (whose blogs does the blogger read)

‣ Posts of varying length and topics

‣ Comments 

‣ Backed by XML feed (e.g., RSS or Atom)  
for content syndication
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Weblogs, Blogs, the Blogosphere

‣ WordPress.com 

‣ ~ 60M blogs

‣ ~ 50M posts/month

‣ ~ 50M comments/month

‣ Tumblr.com (by Yahoo!)

‣ ~ 208M blogs

‣ ~ 95B posts

‣ ~ 100M posts/day
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Twitter
‣ Micro-blogging service created in March ‘06

‣ Posts (tweets) limited to 140 characters

‣ 271M monthly active users

‣ 500M tweets/day = ~6K tweets/second

‣ 2B queries per day 

‣ 77% of accounts are outside of the U.S.

‣ Hashtags (#atir2016)

‣ Messages (@vinaysetty)

‣ Retweets
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Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, …
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Challenges & Opportunities
‣ Content 

‣ plenty of context (e.g., publication timestamp, relationships 
between users, user profiles, comments, external urls)

‣ short posts (e.g., on Twitter), colloquial/cryptic language 

‣ spam (e.g., splogs, fake accounts)

‣ Dynamics 
‣ up-to-date content – real-world events covered as they 

happen

‣ high update rates pose severe engineering challenges 
(e.g., how to maintain indexes and collection statistics)
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How do People Search Blogs?
‣ Mishne and de Rijke [8] analyzed a month-long query log 

from a blog search engine (blogdigger.com) and found that

‣ queries are mostly informational (vs. transactional or navigational)

‣ contextual: in which context is a specific named entity (i.e., 
person, location, organization) mentioned, for instance, to find out 
opinions about it

‣ conceptual: which blogs cover a specific high-level concept 
or topic (e.g., stock trading, gay rights, linguists, islam) 

‣ contextual more common than conceptual both for ad-hoc 
and filtering queries 

‣ most popular topics: technology, entertainment, and politics 

‣ many queries (15–20%) related to current events
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How do People Search Twitter?
‣ Teevan et al. [10] conducted a survey (54 MS employees), 

compared query logs from web search and Twitter, finding that 
queries on Twitter

‣ are often related to celebrities, memes, or other users

‣ are often repeated to monitor a specific topic

‣ are on average shorter than web queries (1.64 vs. 3.08 words)

‣ tend to return results that are shorter (19.55 vs. 33.95 
words), less diverse, and more often relate to social gossip 
and recent events

‣ People also directly express information needs using Twitter:  
17% of tweets in the analyzed data correspond to questions
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What Data?
‣ Feeds (e.g., blog, twitter user, facebook page)

‣ Posts (e.g., blog posts, tweets, facebook posts)

‣ We’ll consider

‣ textual content of posts

‣ publication timestamps of posts

‣ hyperlinks contained in posts

‣ We’ll ignore

‣ other links (e.g., friendship, follower/followee)

‣ hashtags, images, comments
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Tasks
‣ Meme tracking grouping of memes to track them over period of 

time

‣ Post retrieval identifies posts relevant to a specific information 
need (e.g., how is life in Iceland?)  

‣ Opinion retrieval finds posts relevant to a specific named entity 
(e.g., a company or celebrity) which express an opinion about it  

‣ Feed distillation identifies feeds relevant to a topic, so that the user 
can subscribe to their posts (e.g., who tweets about C++?)  

‣ Top-story identification leverages social media to determine the 
most important news stories (e.g., to display on front page)
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9.2. Tracking Memes
‣ Leskovec et al. [5] track memes (e.g., “lipstick on a pig”) and 

visualize their volume in traditional news and blogs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‣ Demo: http://www.memetracker.org
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Figure 4: Top 50 threads in the news cycle with highest volume for the period Aug. 1 – Oct. 31, 2008. Each thread consists of all news
articles and blog posts containing a textual variant of a particular quoted phrases. (Phrase variants for the two largest threads in
each week are shown as labels pointing to the corresponding thread.) The data is drawn as a stacked plot in which the thickness of the
strand corresponding to each thread indicates its volume over time. Interactive visualization is available at http://memetracker.org.

Figure 5: Temporal dynamics of top threads as generated by our model. Only two ingredients, namely imitation and a preference to
recent threads, are enough to qualitatively reproduce the observed dynamics of the news cycle.

3. GLOBAL ANALYSIS: TEMPORAL VARI-
ATION AND A PROBABILISTIC MODEL

Having produced phrase clusters, we now construct the individ-
ual elements of the news cycle. We define a thread associated with
a given phrase cluster to be the set of all items (news articles or
blog posts) containing some phrase from the cluster, and we then
track all threads over time, considering both their individual tem-
poral dynamics as well as their interactions with one another.

Using our approach we completely automatically created and
also automatically labeled the plot in Figure 4, which depicts the
50 largest threads for the three-month period Aug. 1 – Oct. 31. It
is drawn as a stacked plot, a style of visualization (see e.g. [16])
in which the thickness of each strand corresponds to the volume of
the corresponding thread over time, with the total area equal to the
total volume. We see that the rising and falling pattern does in fact
tell us about the patterns by which blogs and the media successively
focus and defocus on common story lines.

An important point to note at the outset is that the total number
of articles and posts, as well as the total number of quotes, is ap-
proximately constant over all weekdays in our dataset. (Refer to [1]
for the plots.) As a result, the temporal variation exhibited in Fig-
ure 4 is not the result of variations in the overall amount of global
news and blogging activity from one day to the next. Rather, the

periods when the upper envelope of the curve are high correspond
to times when there is a greater degree of convergence on key sto-
ries, while the low periods indicate that attention is more diffuse,
spread out over many stories. There is a clear weekly pattern in
this (again, despite the relatively constant overall volume), with
the five large peaks between late August and late September corre-
sponding, respectively, to the Democratic and Republican National
Conventions, the overwhelming volume of the “lipstick on a pig”
thread, the beginning of peak public attention to the financial crisis,
and the negotiations over the financial bailout plan. Notice how the
plot captures the dynamics of the presidential campaign coverage
at a very fine resolution. Spikes and the phrases pinpoint the exact
events and moments that triggered large amounts of attention.

Moreover, we have evaluated competing baselines in which we
produce topic clusters using standard methods based on probabilis-
tic term mixtures (e.g. [7, 8]).2 The clusters produced for this time
period correspond to much coarser divisions of the content (poli-
tics, technology, movies, and a number of essentially unrecogniz-
able clusters). This is consistent with our initial observation in Sec-
tion 1 that topical clusters are working at a level of granularity dif-
ferent from what is needed to talk about the news cycle. Similarly,
producing clusters from the most linked-to documents [23] in the

2As these do not scale to the size of the data we have here, we could
only use a subset of 10,000 most highly linked-to articles.
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Phrase Graph Construction
‣ Problem: Memes are often modified as they spread, so that first all 

mentions of the same meme need to be identified

‣ Construction of a phrase graph G(V, E):

‣ vertices V correspond to mentions of a meme 
that are reasonably long and occur often enough

‣ edge (u,v) exists if meme mentions u and v

‣ u is strictly shorter than v

‣ either: have small directed token-level edit distance  
(i.e., u can be transformed into v by adding at most ε tokens) 

‣ or: have a common word sequence of length at least k

‣ edge weights based on edit distance between u and v 

and how often v occurs in the document collection
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Meme Phrase Graph
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is palling around with terrorists

as being so imperfect he is palling around with terrorists who would target their own country

a force for good in the world

we see america as a force for good in this world we see america as
a force for exceptionalism our opponents see america as imperfect

enough to pal around with terrorists who would bomb their own country

s as being so imperfect enough
uld target their own country

america it seems as being so imperfect

this is not a man who sees america as you see america and as i see america

this is not a man who sees america as you see it and how i see america

palling around with terrorists who would target their own country

that he�s palling around with terrorists who would target their own country

pal around with terrorists who targeted their own country

palling around with terrorists who target their own country

this is someone who sees america as impe
around with terrorists who targeted th

our opponent is someone who sees america as imperfect enough to pal around with
terrorists who targeted their own country

our opponent though is someone who sees america it seems as being so imperfect
that he�s palling around with terrorists who would target their own country

this is not a man who sees america as you see it and how i see america we see

imperfect imperfect enough that
ld target their own country

perfect imperfect enough that
would target their own country

is someone who sees america it seems as being so imperfect that he�s palling
around with terrorists who would target their own country

our opponent is someone who sees america it seems as being so imperfect that
he�s palling around with terrorists who would target their own country

our opponent is someone who sees america as imperfect enough to pal around with
terrorists who target their own country

we see america as a force of good in this
world we see an america of exceptionalism

someone who sees america as imperfe
around with terrorists who targeted th

someone who sees america it seems as being so imperfect that he�s palling around
with terrorists who would target their own country

sees america as imperfect enough to pal around with terrorists who targeted their own country

terrorists who would target their own country

imperfect enough that he�s palling around
with terrorists who would target their country

Figure 1: A small portion of the full set of variants of Sarah Palin’s quote, “Our opponent is someone who sees America, it seems,
as being so imperfect, imperfect enough that he’s palling around with terrorists who would target their own country.” The arrows
indicate the (approximate) inclusion of one variant in another, as part of the methodology developed in Section 2.
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Figure 2: Phrase graph. Each phrase is a node and we want to
delete the least edges so that each resulting connected compo-
nent has a single root node/phase, a node with zero out-edges.
By deleting the indicated edges we obtain the optimal solution.

To begin, we define some terminology. We will refer to each
news article or blog post as an item, and refer to a quoted string
that occurs in one or more items as a phrase. Our goal is to pro-
duce phrase clusters, which are collections of phrases deemed to
be close textual variants of one another. We will do this by building
a phrase graph where each phrase is represented by a node and di-
rected edges connect related phrases. Then we partition this graph
in such a way that its components will be the phrase clusters.

We first discuss how to construct the graph, and then how we par-
tition it. The dominant way in which one finds textual variants in
our quote data is excerpting — when phrase p is a contiguous sub-
sequence of the words in phrase q. Thus, we build the phrase graph
to capture these kinds of inclusion relations, relaxing the notion of
inclusion to allow for very small mismatches between phrases.

The phrase graph. First, to avoid spurious phrases, we set a lower
bound L on the word-length of phrases we consider, and a lower
bound M on their frequency — the number of occurrences in the
full corpus. We also eliminate phrases for which at least an ε frac-
tion occur on a single domain — inspection reveals that frequent

phrases with this property are exclusively produced by spammers.
(We use ε = .25, L = 4, and M = 10 in our implementation.)

After this pre-processing, we build a graph G on the set of quoted
phrases. The phrases constitute the nodes; and we include an edge
(p, q) for every pair of phrases p and q such that p is strictly shorter
than q, and p has directed edit distance to q — treating words as
tokens — that is less than a small threshold δ (δ = 1 in our im-
plementation) or there is at least a k-word consecutive overlap be-
tween the phrases we use k = 10). Since all edges (p, q) point from
shorter phrases to longer phrases, we have a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) G at this point. In general, one could use more complicated
natural language processing techniques, or external data to create
the edges in the phrase graph. We experimented with various other
techniques and found the current approach robust and scalable.

Thus, G encodes an approximate inclusion relationship or long
consecutive overlap among all the quoted phrases in the data, al-
lowing for small amounts of textual mutation. Figure 1 depicts a
very small portion of the phrase DAG for our data, zoomed in on
a few of the variants of a quote by Sarah Palin. Only edges with
endpoints not connected by some other path in the DAG are shown.

We now add weights wpq to the edges (p, q) of G, reflecting
the importance of each edge. The weight is defined so that it de-
creases in the directed edit distance from p to q, and increases in
the frequency of q in the corpus. This latter dependence is impor-
tant, since we particularly wish to preserve edges (p, q) when the
inclusion of p in q is supported by many occurrences of q.

Partitioning the phrase graph. How should we recognize a good
phrase cluster, given the structure of G? The central idea is that
we are looking for a collection of phrases related closely enough
that they can all be explained as “belonging” either to a single long
phrase q, or to a single collection of phrases. The outgoing paths
from all phrases in the cluster should flow into a single root node
q, where we define a root in G to be a node with no outgoing edges
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Phrase Graph Partitioning
‣ Phrase graph is an directed acyclic graph (DAG) by 

construction

‣ Partition G(V, E) by deleting a set of edges  
having minimum total weight, so that 
each resulting component is single-rooted 

‣ Phrase graph partitioning is NP-hard, 
hence addressed by greedy heuristic algorithm
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a force for exceptionalism our opponents see america as imperfect

enough to pal around with terrorists who would bomb their own country

s as being so imperfect enough
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america it seems as being so imperfect

this is not a man who sees america as you see america and as i see america

this is not a man who sees america as you see it and how i see america

palling around with terrorists who would target their own country

that he�s palling around with terrorists who would target their own country

pal around with terrorists who targeted their own country

palling around with terrorists who target their own country

this is someone who sees america as impe
around with terrorists who targeted th

our opponent is someone who sees america as imperfect enough to pal around with
terrorists who targeted their own country

our opponent though is someone who sees america it seems as being so imperfect
that he�s palling around with terrorists who would target their own country

this is not a man who sees america as you see it and how i see america we see

imperfect imperfect enough that
ld target their own country

perfect imperfect enough that
would target their own country

is someone who sees america it seems as being so imperfect that he�s palling
around with terrorists who would target their own country

our opponent is someone who sees america it seems as being so imperfect that
he�s palling around with terrorists who would target their own country

our opponent is someone who sees america as imperfect enough to pal around with
terrorists who target their own country

we see america as a force of good in this
world we see an america of exceptionalism

someone who sees america as imperfe
around with terrorists who targeted th

someone who sees america it seems as being so imperfect that he�s palling around
with terrorists who would target their own country

sees america as imperfect enough to pal around with terrorists who targeted their own country

terrorists who would target their own country

imperfect enough that he�s palling around
with terrorists who would target their country

Figure 1: A small portion of the full set of variants of Sarah Palin’s quote, “Our opponent is someone who sees America, it seems,
as being so imperfect, imperfect enough that he’s palling around with terrorists who would target their own country.” The arrows
indicate the (approximate) inclusion of one variant in another, as part of the methodology developed in Section 2.
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Figure 2: Phrase graph. Each phrase is a node and we want to
delete the least edges so that each resulting connected compo-
nent has a single root node/phase, a node with zero out-edges.
By deleting the indicated edges we obtain the optimal solution.

To begin, we define some terminology. We will refer to each
news article or blog post as an item, and refer to a quoted string
that occurs in one or more items as a phrase. Our goal is to pro-
duce phrase clusters, which are collections of phrases deemed to
be close textual variants of one another. We will do this by building
a phrase graph where each phrase is represented by a node and di-
rected edges connect related phrases. Then we partition this graph
in such a way that its components will be the phrase clusters.

We first discuss how to construct the graph, and then how we par-
tition it. The dominant way in which one finds textual variants in
our quote data is excerpting — when phrase p is a contiguous sub-
sequence of the words in phrase q. Thus, we build the phrase graph
to capture these kinds of inclusion relations, relaxing the notion of
inclusion to allow for very small mismatches between phrases.

The phrase graph. First, to avoid spurious phrases, we set a lower
bound L on the word-length of phrases we consider, and a lower
bound M on their frequency — the number of occurrences in the
full corpus. We also eliminate phrases for which at least an ε frac-
tion occur on a single domain — inspection reveals that frequent

phrases with this property are exclusively produced by spammers.
(We use ε = .25, L = 4, and M = 10 in our implementation.)

After this pre-processing, we build a graph G on the set of quoted
phrases. The phrases constitute the nodes; and we include an edge
(p, q) for every pair of phrases p and q such that p is strictly shorter
than q, and p has directed edit distance to q — treating words as
tokens — that is less than a small threshold δ (δ = 1 in our im-
plementation) or there is at least a k-word consecutive overlap be-
tween the phrases we use k = 10). Since all edges (p, q) point from
shorter phrases to longer phrases, we have a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) G at this point. In general, one could use more complicated
natural language processing techniques, or external data to create
the edges in the phrase graph. We experimented with various other
techniques and found the current approach robust and scalable.

Thus, G encodes an approximate inclusion relationship or long
consecutive overlap among all the quoted phrases in the data, al-
lowing for small amounts of textual mutation. Figure 1 depicts a
very small portion of the phrase DAG for our data, zoomed in on
a few of the variants of a quote by Sarah Palin. Only edges with
endpoints not connected by some other path in the DAG are shown.

We now add weights wpq to the edges (p, q) of G, reflecting
the importance of each edge. The weight is defined so that it de-
creases in the directed edit distance from p to q, and increases in
the frequency of q in the corpus. This latter dependence is impor-
tant, since we particularly wish to preserve edges (p, q) when the
inclusion of p in q is supported by many occurrences of q.

Partitioning the phrase graph. How should we recognize a good
phrase cluster, given the structure of G? The central idea is that
we are looking for a collection of phrases related closely enough
that they can all be explained as “belonging” either to a single long
phrase q, or to a single collection of phrases. The outgoing paths
from all phrases in the cluster should flow into a single root node
q, where we define a root in G to be a node with no outgoing edges
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Applications
‣ Clustering of meme mentions allows for insightful analyses, e.g.:

‣ volume of meme per time interval 
‣ peak time of meme in traditional news and social media 
‣ time lag between peek times in traditional news and social 

media

18

Figure 4: Top 50 threads in the news cycle with highest volume for the period Aug. 1 – Oct. 31, 2008. Each thread consists of all news
articles and blog posts containing a textual variant of a particular quoted phrases. (Phrase variants for the two largest threads in
each week are shown as labels pointing to the corresponding thread.) The data is drawn as a stacked plot in which the thickness of the
strand corresponding to each thread indicates its volume over time. Interactive visualization is available at http://memetracker.org.

Figure 5: Temporal dynamics of top threads as generated by our model. Only two ingredients, namely imitation and a preference to
recent threads, are enough to qualitatively reproduce the observed dynamics of the news cycle.

3. GLOBAL ANALYSIS: TEMPORAL VARI-
ATION AND A PROBABILISTIC MODEL

Having produced phrase clusters, we now construct the individ-
ual elements of the news cycle. We define a thread associated with
a given phrase cluster to be the set of all items (news articles or
blog posts) containing some phrase from the cluster, and we then
track all threads over time, considering both their individual tem-
poral dynamics as well as their interactions with one another.

Using our approach we completely automatically created and
also automatically labeled the plot in Figure 4, which depicts the
50 largest threads for the three-month period Aug. 1 – Oct. 31. It
is drawn as a stacked plot, a style of visualization (see e.g. [16])
in which the thickness of each strand corresponds to the volume of
the corresponding thread over time, with the total area equal to the
total volume. We see that the rising and falling pattern does in fact
tell us about the patterns by which blogs and the media successively
focus and defocus on common story lines.

An important point to note at the outset is that the total number
of articles and posts, as well as the total number of quotes, is ap-
proximately constant over all weekdays in our dataset. (Refer to [1]
for the plots.) As a result, the temporal variation exhibited in Fig-
ure 4 is not the result of variations in the overall amount of global
news and blogging activity from one day to the next. Rather, the

periods when the upper envelope of the curve are high correspond
to times when there is a greater degree of convergence on key sto-
ries, while the low periods indicate that attention is more diffuse,
spread out over many stories. There is a clear weekly pattern in
this (again, despite the relatively constant overall volume), with
the five large peaks between late August and late September corre-
sponding, respectively, to the Democratic and Republican National
Conventions, the overwhelming volume of the “lipstick on a pig”
thread, the beginning of peak public attention to the financial crisis,
and the negotiations over the financial bailout plan. Notice how the
plot captures the dynamics of the presidential campaign coverage
at a very fine resolution. Spikes and the phrases pinpoint the exact
events and moments that triggered large amounts of attention.

Moreover, we have evaluated competing baselines in which we
produce topic clusters using standard methods based on probabilis-
tic term mixtures (e.g. [7, 8]).2 The clusters produced for this time
period correspond to much coarser divisions of the content (poli-
tics, technology, movies, and a number of essentially unrecogniz-
able clusters). This is consistent with our initial observation in Sec-
tion 1 that topical clusters are working at a level of granularity dif-
ferent from what is needed to talk about the news cycle. Similarly,
producing clusters from the most linked-to documents [23] in the

2As these do not scale to the size of the data we have here, we could
only use a subset of 10,000 most highly linked-to articles.
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Figure 6: Only a single aspect of the model does not reproduce dynamic behavior. With only preference to recency (left) no thread
prevails as at every time step the latest thread gets attention. With only imitation (right) a single thread gains most of the attention.
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Figure 7: Thread volume increase and decay over time. Notice
the symmetry, quicker decay than buildup, and lower baseline
popularity after the peak.

level, focusing on the temporal dynamics around the peak intensity
of a typical thread, as well as the interplay between the news media
and blogs in producing the structure of this peak.

Thread volume increase and decay. Recall that the volume of a
thread at a time t is simply the number of items it contains with
timestamp t. First we examine how the volume of a thread changes
over time. A natural conjecture here would be to assume an expo-
nential form for the change in the popularity of a phrase over time.
However, somewhat surprisingly we show next that the exponential
function does not increase fast enough to model the behavior.

Given a thread p, we define its peak time tp as the median of the
times at which it occurred in the dataset. We find that threads tend
to have particularly high volume right around this median time, and
hence the value of tp is quite stable under the addition or deletion
of moderate numbers of items to p. We focus on the 1,000 threads
with the largest total volumes (i.e. the largest number of mentions).
For each thread, we determine its volume over time. As different
phrases have different peak time and volume, we then normalize
and align these curves so that tp = 0 for each, and so that the
volume of each at time 0 was equal to 1. Finally, for each time t
we plot the median volume at t over all 1,000 phrase-clusters. This
is depicted in Figure 7.

In general, one would expect the overall volume of a thread to be
very low initially; then as the mass media begins joining in the vol-
ume would rise; and then as it percolates to blogs and other media
it would slowly decay. However, it seems that the behavior tends to
be quite different from this. First, notice that in Figure 7 the rise and
drop in volume is surprisingly symmetric around the peak, which
suggests little or no evidence for a quick build-up followed by a
slow decay. We find that no one simple justifiable function fits the
data well. Rather, it appears that there are two distinct types of be-
havior: the volume outside an 8-hour window centered at the peak
can be well modeled by an exponential function, e−bx, while the
8-hour time window around the peak is best modeled by a logarith-
mic function, a| log(|x|)|. The exponential function is increasing
too slowly to be able to fit the peak, while the logarithm has a pole
at x = 0 (| log(|x|)| → ∞ as x → 0). This is surprising as it
suggests that the peak is a point of “singularity” where the number
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Figure 8: Time lag for blogs and news media. Thread volume in
blogs reaches its peak typically 2.5 hours after the peak thread
volume in the news sources. Thread volume in news sources in-
creases slowly but decrease quickly, while in blogs the increase
is rapid and decrease much slower.

of mentions effectively diverges. Another way to view this is as a
form of Zeno’s paradox: as we approach time 0 from either side,
the volume increases by a fixed increment each time we shrink our
distance to time 0 by a constant factor.

Fitting the function a log(t) to the spike we find that from the
left t → 0− we have a = 0.076, while as t → 0+ we have
a = 0.092. This suggests that the peak builds up more slowly
and declines faster. A similar contrast holds for the exponential de-
cay parameter b. We fit ebt and notice that from the left b = 1.77,
while after the peak b = 2.15, which similarly suggests that the
popularity slowly builds up, peaks and then decays somewhat more
quickly. Finally, we also note that the background frequency be-
fore the peak is around 0.12, while after the peak it drops to around
0.09, which further suggests that threads are more popular before
they reach their peak, and afterwards they decay very quickly.

Time lag between news media and blogs. A common assertion
about the news cycle is that quoted phrases first appear in the news
media, and then diffuse to the blogosphere, where they dwell for
some time. However, the real question is, how often does this hap-
pen? What about the propagation in the opposite direction? What
is the time lag? As we show next, using our approach we can de-
termine the lag within temporal resolution of less than an hour.

We labeled each of our 1.6 million sites as news media or blogs.
To assign the label we used the following rule: if a site appears on
Google News then we label it as news media, and otherwise we
label it as a blog. Although this rule is not perfect we found it to
work quite well in practice. There are 20,000 different news sites in
Google News, which a tiny number when compared to 1.65 million
sites that we track. However, these news media sites generate about
30% of the total number of documents in our dataset. Moreover, if
we only consider documents that contain frequent phrases then the
share of news media documents further rises to 44%.

By analogy with the previous experiment we take the top 1,000
highest volume threads, align them so that each has an overall peak
at tp = 0, but now create two separate volume curves for each
thread: one consisting of the subsequence of its blog items, and
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9.3. Opinion Retrieval
‣ Opinion retrieval finds posts relevant to a specific named entity 

(e.g., a company or celebrity) which express an opinion about it

‣ Examples: (from TREC Blog track 2006)

‣ macbook pro

‣ jon stewart

‣ whole foods

‣ mardi gras

‣ cheney hunting 

‣ Standard retrieval models can help with finding relevant posts;  
but how to determine whether a post expresses an opinion?

20

Title: 
 whole foods 

Description: 
 Find opinions on the quality, expense, and value 

 of purchases at Whole Foods stores. 

Narrative: 
 All opinions on the quality, expense and value of Whole Foods  

 purchases are relevant. Comments on business and labor  
 practices or Whole Foods as a stock investment are not relevant. 
 Statements of produce and other merchandise carried by Whole 

 Foods without comment are not relevant.



Opinion Retrieval Task Example
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Opinion Dictionary
‣ What if we had a dictionary of opinion words?  

(e.g., like, good, bad, awesome, terrible, disappointing)

‣ Lexical resources with word sentiment information

‣ SentiWordNet (http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

‣ General Inquirer (http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/)

‣ OpinionFinder (http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu)

22
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Opinion Dictionary
‣ He et al. [4] construct an opinion dictionary from training data

‣ consider only words that are neither too frequent (e.g., and, or)  
nor too rare (e.g., aardvark) in the post collection D

‣ let Drel be a set of relevant posts (to any query in a workload) and 
Drelopt ⊂ Drel be the subset of relevant opinionated posts

‣ two options to measure opinionatedness of a word v

‣ Kullback-Leibler Divergence  
 
 

‣ Bose Einstein Statistics 
 

    with

23

op

KLD

(v) = P [ v |D
relopt

] log 2
P [ v |D

relopt

]

P [ v |D
rel

]

opBO(v) = tf (v,Drelopt) log 2
1 + �

�
+ log 2(1 + �) � =

tf (v ,Drel)

|Drel|



Re-Ranking
‣ He et al. [4] measure opinionatedness of a post d as follows


‣ consider the set Qopt of k most opinionated words from the 
dictionary

‣ issue Qopt as a query (e.g., using Okapi BM25 as a retrieval model)

‣ the retrieval status value score(d, Qopt) measures how 
opinionated d is

‣ Posts are ranked in response to query Q (e.g., whole foods)  
according to a (linear) combination of retrieval scores  
 
 
 
with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 as a tunable mixing parameter

24

score(d) = ↵ · score(d,Q) + (1� ↵) · score(d,Q
opt

)



Sentiment Expansion
‣ Huang and Croft [5] expand the query with query-independent (QI) 

and query-dependent (QD) opinion words; posts are then ranked 
according to 
 
 
 
 
with 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1 as a tunable mixing parameters  
and retrieval scores based on language model divergences  

‣ Query-independent opinion words are obtained as

‣ seed words (e.g, good, nice, excellent, poor, negative, unfortunate, …)

‣ most frequent words in opinionated corpora (e.g., movie reviews)

25

score(d) = ↵ · score(d,Q) + � · score(d,QI)

+ (1� ↵� �) · score(d,QD)



Sentiment Expansion (Query Independent)

‣ Examples: (of most frequent words in different corpora)

‣ Cornell movie reviews: like, even, good, too, plot

‣ MPQA opinion corpus: against, minister, terrorism, even, 
like

‣ Blog06(op): like, know, even, good, too

‣ Observation: Query-independent opinion words are very 
general (e.g., like, good) or specific to the corpus (e.g., 
minister, terrorism)
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Sentiment Expansion (Query Dependent)

‣ Query-dependent opinion words are obtained as words that 
frequently co-occur with query terms in pseudo-relevant 
documents (following the approach by Lavrenko and Croft [6])

‣ Given a query q, identify the set of R of top-k pseudo-relevant 
documents, and top-n words having highest probability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
with parameter set as k = 5 and n = 20 in practice

27

P [w |R ] /
X

d2R

P [w | d ]
Y

v 2 q

P [ v | d, w ]

P [ v | d, w ] =

(
tf (v,d)P
u tf (u,d) : w 2 d

0 : otherwise



Sentiment Expansion

‣ Examples: (of query-dependent opinion words)

‣ mozart → (like, good, too, even, death, best, great, genius)

‣ allianz → (best, premium, great, value, traditional, fidelity)

‣ wikipedia → (like, open, good, know, free, great, knowledge)
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9.4. Feed Distillation
‣ Feed distillation identifies feeds (e.g., blogs, Twitter users)  

that are relevant to a specific (typically rather broad) topic

‣ Examples: (from TREC Blog track 2007)

‣ movie review

‣ firearm control

‣ baseball

‣ garden

‣ mobile phone  

‣ Challenges: How to capture whether a blog consistently covers 
the given topic? How to bridge vocabulary gap to posts?

30

Title: 
 baseball 

Description: 
 Blogs with recurring interests in Major League Baseball, or lesser 
 leagues, for example, giving news or analysis of games or player 

 moves. 

Narrative: 
 Relevant blogs will have news or analysis from the major league  

 baseball and other leagues.  Blogs listing only product reviews, or 
 with other nonsensical information are not relevant.



Language Models
‣ Weerkamp et al. [11] develop two approaches to feed 

distillation estimating language models for entire 
blog(ger)s and individual posts, respectively 

‣ Notation:

‣ a blog b is a set of posts; |b| is the number of posts by b

‣ a post p is a bag of terms

‣ tf(v, p) denotes the term frequency of term v in post p

‣ B denotes a virtual post concatenating all posts from all 
blogs
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Blogger Model (BM)
‣ Estimates a language model for each blog(ger) b 

 
 

‣ Smooths probability estimates using the collection of blogs B 
 
 
 
with blog-specific smoothing parameter  
 
 
 
thus smoothing blogs with shorter posts more aggressively
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P [ q | ✓b ] =
Y

v2q

P [ v | ✓b ] tf (v,q)

P [ v | ✓b ] = (1� �b) · P [ v | b ] + �b · P [ v |B ]

�b =
�

(1/|b| ·
P

p2 b

P
v tf (v, p)) + �



Blogger Model
‣ Two-step generation of term v from blog b 

 
 
 
assuming conditional independence of terms given blog 
 

‣ Uniform probability of posts given blog (i.e., equal importance)  
 

‣ Maximum-likelihood estimate
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P [ v | b ] =
X

p2 b

P [ v | p, b ]P [ p | b ]

P [ v | b ] =
X

p2 b

P [ v | p ]P [ p | b ]

1. Draw post 
from blog

2. Draw term 
from post

{{
P [ p | b ] = 1/|b|

P [ v | p ] = tf (v, p)P
w tf (w, p)



Posting Model (PM)

‣ Estimates a language model for each individual post p 
 
 
 
with post-specific smoothing parameter  
 
 
 
thus smoothing short posts more aggressively 

‣ Maximum-likelihood estimate 
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P [ v | ✓p ] = (1� �p) · P [ v | p ] + �p · P [ v |B ]

P [ v | p ] = tf (v, p)P
w tf (w, p)

�p =
�

(
P

w tf (w, p)) + �



Posting Model

‣ Likelihood of generating query q from language model of 
post p

‣ Two-step generation of query q from blog b 

‣ Uniform probability of posts given blog (i.e., equal 
importance)
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P [ q | ✓p ] =
Y

v 2 q

P [ v | ✓p ] tf (v,q)

P [ q | b ] =
X

p2 b

P [ q | ✓p ]P [ p | b ]

P [ p | b ] = 1/|b|

1. Draw post 
from blog

2. Generate query  
from post

{{



Query Expansion for Vocabulary Gap

‣ Elsass et al. [3] proposed the highly similar Large Document 
Model (~BM) and Small Document Model (~PM) approaches

‣ Focus on bridging the vocabulary gap between high-level topic 
descriptions (e.g., garden) and posts (e.g., seed, flower, crop)

‣ Query expansion with terms from pseudo-relevant 
documents retrieved from different corpora

‣ Blogs (MAP 0.266 compared to small document model 0.315)

‣ Posts (MAP 0.282)

‣ Wikipedia articles (MAP 0.314)

‣ Wikipedia passages (MAP 0.313)
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Query Expansion for Vocabulary Gap
‣ Query expansion based on anchor phrases in Wikipedia

‣ issue original query q against Wikipedia articles as corpus

‣ consider top-k and top-n (k < n) results returned by query

‣ score every anchor phrase a occurring in any top-n result  
and pointing to a document d from the top-k result as 
 
 
 
 
 
 
favoring frequent anchor phrases pointing to highly ranked 
articles 

‣ expand query with top-m anchor phrases (MAP 0.361)

37

score(a) =
X

(a,d)

(k � rank(d))

anchor phrase a from top-n article 
pointing to top-k article d

{

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States

united states

united states of america

america

land of the free

the states

IMPROVEMENT!
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Online News Media

39

Thousands of news articles 

generated each day!



Google News
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News Aggregators
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Portal:Current events



Wikipedia Current Events Portal
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Top-Story Identification
‣ Top-story identification (another task within the TREC Blog 

track) aims to identify the most important news stories for a 
specific day d based on their coverage in the blogosphere 

‣ real-time (online, limited statistics, time critical: small lag) 
‣ retrospective: (offline, full statistics) 

‣ Notation:

‣ d denotes the day of interest

‣ Bd is the set of posts published at day d; p denotes a post


‣ n denotes a news article (consisting of headline and content)

‣ tf(v,p) is the term frequency of term v in post p
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Top-Story Identification
‣ Lee and Lee [7] address retrospective top-story identification 

using language models estimated from news and blogs 

‣ Intuition: “News article important if discussed by many posts”  
 
 
 
 
(Note: This is a simplified version of the approach described in 
[7])  

‣ Only articles published -1/+1 around the day of interest d 
are considered as candidates and ranked by the approach 

44

Importance(n,d) / KL(✓n k ✓Bd)

LM representing 
news article n

{ {

LM representing posts 
published at day d



Top-Story Identification Workflow
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Blog Post Language Model

‣ Language model for blog posts published at d is 
estimated as 
 
 
 
 
using Dirichlet smoothing with the collection of all posts B

46

P [ v | ✓Bd ] =
tf (v,Bd) + µ · tf (v,B)P

w tf (w,B)

(
P

w tf (w,Bd)) + µ



News-Story Language Model
‣ Option 1: Estimate directly from content of news article  
 
 
 
 
using Dirichlet smoothing with the entire news collection N 

‣ Option 2: Estimate from top-k pseudo-relevant blog posts 
Bn retrieved using headline as query and published within  
-1/+1 month of the news article; again using Dirichlet 
smoothing with the collection of all posts B


‣ Option 3: Interpolate language models estimated from news 
article content and top-k pseudo-relevant blog posts

47

P [ v | ✓n ] =
tf (v, n) + µ · tf (v,N)P

w tf (w,N)

(
P

w tf (w, n)) + µ
VOCABULARY GAP?!?



Summary
‣ Meme tracking  

grouping variants of memes to track them over time

‣ Opinion retrieval  
finds posts expressing an opinion about a specific named entity

‣ Feed distillation  
identifies feeds worth following for a given high-level topic

‣ Top-story identification 
spots most important news articles based on coverage in blogs

‣ Vocabulary gaps 
are a common obstacle in IR but can often be bridged

‣ Language models 
are versatile and can be used to address many (if not most) tasks
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